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Certain people are tremendously successful while others wallow in scarcity and failure, no matter

how hard they try. Have you ever wondered what the Secrets of Success is?Imagine Wallace D.

Wattles, author of the international bestseller "The Science of Getting Rich" teaching his famous

success principles in the year 3000, assisted by a team of zealous Elves.Set in a dystopian future

where humanity has fallen from its highest potential, Magnus Battles is determined to save

humankind from the approaching apocalypse.He sets up a series of arduous challenges which the

selected five people will accomplish in order to win the ultimate prize, a magic amulet granting

supernatural powers. Thus, the winner of The Battles will lead humanity toward a brighter

tomorrow.But first, Magnus must deal with the Bad Forces&apos; mole, whose task is to undermine

his big plans. Who will win the Battle?If you want a proven guide to success, sprinkled with science

fiction and fantasy, then you&apos;ll love this modern parable which includes 6 inspiring

&apos;how-to-get-what-you-want&apos; lessons along with key takeaways.Whatever your Big

Dream is, it&apos;s never too late to achieve it. Start now!
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"5 Stars! Highly Recommended!"- Readers&apos; FavoriteÂ Christiane Agricola&apos;s allegorical

self-help book, The Battles: Master The Secret of Success and Positive Thinking, presents a

six-lesson course on success and positive thinking in an allegory of a reality show format

that&apos;s really quite entertaining. This device allows the author to show how different people can



approach the guidelines set out and craft their own plans for success. I especially appreciated the

Key Takeaway sections at the end of each lesson which summarize the points covered, suggest

ways to implement the material and assign challenges. Each lesson is clearly defined and

presented, and the reader also gets to see as each of the contestants presents his/her own versions

of success through their finished assignments. Agricola&apos;s characters are, for the most part,

appealing and representative of a good variety of everyday people.Â And while some may continue

asking the Universe for their desires, Agricola&apos;s book offers concrete ways to make those

desires happen for yourself.Â The Battles: Master The Secret of Success and Positive Thinking is

highly recommended.Reviewed By Jack Magnus for Readers&apos; Favorite "Highly

recommendedÂ for those searching for inspiration on changing their own lives for the better and

saving our planet."- HUGEOrangeÂ Â The Battles has a unique twist on how to create a better

world, for the individual and humanity as a whole. It&apos;s based on the work of Wallace D.

Wattles, an American author who wrote books on self-improvement, creating wealth and New

Thought ideas of the time (early 1900s). Christiane Agricola has woven an allegorical story of how

mankind can stop destroying their own bodies and the planet. Big Magnus, a sorcerer, has decided

to produce a reality show contest, with the winner granted a meaningful reward.Â The contestants,

each with a different outlook on life, are led through six trials to determine the winner.Each step

results in a gradual awakening of how to live well and be a hero to the earth.This is an interesting

(and timely) book and fun to read. Highly recommended for those searching for inspiration on

changing their own lives for the better and saving our planet.Â Â Reviewed by Janet Ruth for

HUGEOrange

***New revised print edition available now (April 2017)***.Let&apos;s make this world better - One

person at a time!Order The BattlesÂ now.What if this book worked for you?I wish you a wonderful

journey. Be the next Hero!Christiane Agricolathebattles.xyz

I'm really glad I found this book! It reads like a nonfiction and a fiction book all rolled into one. It is

based around the law of attraction and personal development, but it has these wonderful narratives

to really paint the picture of the lessons being taught. The author draws inspiration from historical

avatars such as Wallace D. Wattles, Napoleon Hill and many others. I really appreciate this because

I have been admiring their work, and leaning all I can from them for quite some time. I truly believe

that you can find your true calling, develop extraordinary potential and achieve massive success in

life if it is your ultimate goal- something you are constantly thinking about and working toward. This



book is excellent because not only do you get access to knowledge that can help you to

dramatically change your life, but also because the stories are so inviting and interesting. I was

always compelled to know what happened next in each story. This book is also great because it is

not praising magic or super powers, but real life abilities that can have a lot of power and huge

effects. I imaging if we all focused on these principles, the world would most definitely be a better

place/

This book is a fabulous treasure full of evergreen wisdom.It discusses traditional self-help topics

such as goal setting, how to become successful, motivation, self-confidence, and the quest for a

sincere life purpose as well as how to get there.It also covers actual topics such as how to live

healthily and in harmony with nature, how to enhance your relationship with people around you, and

how to identify manipulation and brainwashing.The story made me think of 1984 by Georges Orwell.

In year 3000, manipulation and brainwashing have changed peoples into lazy passive creatures.

Nature has been destroyed. Humanity seems doomed. But there is hope!A sorcerer called Magnus

Battles will teach the people how to change their future and how to become, once again, successful

and creative.We get to meet 5 young peoples, who were selected to participate in a contest, a

TV-show. With the help of Magnus Battles and the Elves, they will learn how to create a prosperous

life project and save the world.This book will be my personal coach to success and a better life.

This is such an odd book. But that's why I decided to pick it up. I like things that are different and

make me curious, and this book surely delivers. I believe her intended target audience was for

nonfiction readers interested in self-help/personal development. I believe that the point that the

author was trying to make in this book is for the reader to have an open mind. As a fan of both

fantasy and personal development, I found it very exciting for the author to explain a powerful point

by telling a story. She'd use the story as a moral to explain her point--kind of like how the bible will

tell narratives to teach lessons. I can't say I've ever read a book like this before, but I'm glad I did. It

was very interesting and different. And I think it's super awesome that her book was inspired by

Napoleon Hill. I am too a big fan of his work. And after reading this book, consider me a fan of this

author's work as well.

Creative Success Guide5*****Throughout this book, you learn how to acquiring success in life in a

different, original way. Without hurting other people or damaging the natural resources and

destroying the planet.Rather than trying to destroy everything on your path to success or harm other



people by competition, you can become successful in a creative manner using the strengths and

faculties you already possess. While developing your own full potential, you become an inspiration

to other people, and you finally open up a door to a whole new world.This book itself is very creative

and original, and it encourages you to enlarge your vision and understanding of success, for the

best of us all. Brilliant work reminding us the wisdom of Wallace Wattles, so that new readers could

enjoy it and apply his principles to their lives!

As an avid and omnivorous reader, I have always preferred books meant to motivate others by

demonstrating the road to success in life. Thus, just the title of Christiane Agricola's book, The

Battles: The Secrets of Success, drove me to pick it up and start turning its pages.In fact, life itself

can be characterized only as battles between good and evil, success and failure. People are always

trying not only to achieve and reach a stated goal, but also to effect changes in their lives. At times,

they fail owing to poor choices and negative thought patterns.On this point her book becomes both

useful and helpful because it not only exposes how such factors as technologies, social media sites,

the wrong people in power, destructive eating habits, and the state of the environment itself

determines the course of our lives, but also is packed with wisdom and provides pragmatic

solutions.Incrementally, the author instructs us how to attain success and embrace change by

conveying the elements that have affected our lives negatively, by teaching us how to rid ourselves

of this negativity, and by supplying an alternative avenue to healthy living. Namely, the author

deploys fictional characters to demonstrate how to effect change in one's life.The story line itself

begins with concerns about the destruction of earth and the pressing need to prevent this trend.

Subsequently, as the readers we encounter interesting characters, each unique in their own way

with their own battles. They have a game to win and lessons to learn. Together with these

characters, we the readers learn lessons that will help us achieve success in our lives. In addition,

together with them, we can embrace changes through inspiration.Reading The Battles was a true

tonic, and indeed this is an inspiring and moving book, full of valuable lessons for success and

self-realization and growth. Without hesitation and without reservation, I am giving it a deserved

five-star rating.
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